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OSCILLATION THEOREMS FOR NONLINEAR SECOND
ORDER DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS WITH

A NONLINEAR DAMPING TERM

E. THANDAPANI ANDS. PANDIAN

Abstract, Some new sufficient conditions for the oscillation of the nonlinear
damped second order difference equations of the form

b..2yn + Pn<P(Yn, b..yn) + qnf(Yn+1)g(b..yn) = 0

are given.

1. Introduction

In this paper we are concerned with the second order non-linear damped difference
equation

62yn + Pn<P(Yn, 6yn) + Qnf(Yn+1)g(6yn) = 0, n E Z (1)

where Z = {1, 2, · · ·}, {Pn} and {qn} are real sequences, the functions f and g are defined
on the set R of real numbers, the function </> is defined on R x R and~is the forward
difference operator, defined by~Yn = Yn+i - Yn·It is interesting to study second order
nonlinear difference equations because they have physical applications as evidenced by
(l].

Throughout the paper the term solution of (1) is always used for a sequence {yn}
which satisfies (1) for all n E Z and for which sup {IYnl : n~s} > 0 for any s E Z. We
make the standing hypothesis that equation (1) does possess such solutions. A solution is
called non-oscillatory if it is eventually of constant sign. Otherwise it is called oscillatory

Recently there has been an increasing interest in the study of the qualitative be
haviour of solutions of difference equations of type (1) and /or related equations, see for
example (1, 4, 5, 7-10) and the references cited therein.
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The purpose of this paper is to pr~sent theorems that give sufficient conditions for
all solutions of (1) to be oscillatory. The obtained results are discrete analogues of some
known theorems for non-linear differential equations due to Baker [2], Grace and Lalli
[3] and Naito [6].

Now, for the difference equation (1) each result we shall prove, requires some of the
following conditions.
(ci) Pn~0 and qn > 0 for all n E Z;
(c2) there exists a constant M > 0 such that

0 < <j)(x,y)y~My2 for ally E R/{O} and x ER;

(c3) yf(y) > 0 and g(y) > 0 for ally# O;
(c4) f is non-decreasing and

f(-xy)~f(xy)~K1f(x)f(y) for x, y > 0 for some constant 陷 >O;

區）9 1s non-mcreasmg and

g(-xy)~g(xy)~ 陷g(x)g(y) for x, y > 0 for some constant 氐>O;

區）f(y)g(y)/y°'~/3 > 0 for y f- 0 where a is the ratio of odd positive integers.
In the sequel we need the following two Lemmas of which the first Lemma is due to

Hooker and Patula [4} and the second Lemma is a discrete analogue of Baker [2).

Lemma 1. If YN~0, ~2Yn :::; 0 and~Yn > 0 for n~N, then Yn+l >
i~Yn for all n~2N.

Lemma 2. Suppose (ci) - 區）hold. Further assume

1 - MPn > 0 for all n E N (2)

and 1围(! - Mp,)) = oo (3)

Then, if {Yn} is a non-oscillatory solution of {1), we have Yn~Yn > 0 for all
sufficiently large n~N.

Proof. Let 勗} be a non-oscillatory solution of equation (1) and assume Yn > O
for n~no E Z. Suppose {~Yn} is oscillatory, then there exists·an integer n1~n。~o
such that~Yn1 < 0 or~恥 = 0. First we consider~Yn1 < 0. Now, from equation (1)

~Yn1~2Yn1 +Pn1¢>(Yn1,~YnJ~Yn1 = -qn1f(Yn1+1)g(~Yn1)~Yn1 > 0
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or
~Yn1紀Yn1 > -Pn1¢(Yn1, ~Yn1)~Yn1
~Yn1 (~Yn1 +1 -~YnJ > -Pn1 M(~y』

and hence
L:\Yn1 L:\Yn1 +1 > (1 - MPn1)(L:\y訌 >0.

Dividing the above inequality by the negative term L:\Yn1 , we obtain

L:\Yn1 +1 < 0.

By induction, we obtain
~Yn < 0 for all n~n1 E Z.

Suppose~Yni = 0, then equation (1) implies

.6.yn1 +1 < 0,

and we obtain as above
6.yn < 0 for all n > n1 E Z.

Hence, in both the cases, we obtain

L\yn < 0 for all n~n1

which however contradicts the assumption that {L\yn} oscillates. Thus { L\yn} is of fixed
sign_.
Let L\yn < 0 for all n~N E Z.
From (1) and 區 ），we obtain,

~un+Mp諶n 2: 0

where Un= -~Yn·From (4) we have

(4)

n-1
Un 2: UN IT (l - Mps)

s=N

or
n-1

b.yn~-UN IT (1 - Mps).
s=N

Summing the last inequality from N to (n - 1), we obtain

n-1 s-1
Yn~YN - UN L IT (1 - Mpt).

s=N t=N
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In view of (3), we get

Yn -+ -oo as n -+ oo, a contradiction .

Remark. Note that when Pn = 0, conditions (2) and (3) are automatically satis
fled.

2. Main Results

In this section we establish sufficient conditions for the oscillation of all solutions of
equation (1). We begin with the following theorem.

Theorem 1. In addition to conditions (ci) - (c4), (2) and (3), suppose
f(u)g(u) is non-decreasing for u i= 0, (5)

j du < oo and j du < oo
+o f(u)g(u) _0 f(u)g(u)

and 00

芷 Qnf(n) = 00.
Then every solution of equation {1) is oscillatory.

(6)

(7)

Proof. Suppose that {Yn} is a non-oscillatory solution of (1). In view of Lemma
2, there is no loss in generality in assuming that there is an integer N such that

Yn > 0 and .6.yn > 0 for all n~N. Since this implies that <l>(Yn, .6.yn) > 0 for all
n~N, it follows that

~2Yn + qnf(Yn+1)g(~Yn)~0.
Since / is non-decreasing, we have from Lemma 1

n
f(Yn+i)~/(-~Yn) for all ri~2N.

2

Using (9) in (8) and then applying condition (c4) we obtain

1
~2Yn + Kff(-)qnf(n)f(~Yn)g(~Yn)~0

'2

(8)

(9)

or
紀Yn l+ KfJ(-)qnf(n)'.'.S O for all n~2N_

v, -·-,-, -·-, 2

Observe~Yn~x~ ~y社1, we have

(10)

f(x)g(x)~f(~Yn)g(~Yn)
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and therefore
巧n < D..孕
f(x)g(x) - f(D..yn)g(D..yn)·

Using the above inequality in (10) and summing from 2N ton, we obtain

n n-1 l::,.y,

K打(~)IN q, f(s) ::; 芷 J dx

s=2N t::,.y,+i f(x)g(x)

三「 2N dX < CX)

y,. 坦 ）g(x)

which contradicts (7) and this proves the theorem.

Remark. In Theorem 1,
a) if Pn = 0, then it reduces to Theorem 3 of (10],
b) if Pn = 0 and g(u) 三 1, then it reduces to a special case of Theorem 4.1 of Kulenovic
and Budincevic [5],

c) if Pn = O, g(u) = 1 and f(u) = u0, 0 < a < 1 then it reduces to Theorem 4.3 of
Hooker and Patula [4].

Consider the difference equation

1 3(2)2n-l/3(3n - 1)
D..2Yn + -D..yn + f(Yn+1)g(D..yn) = 0 (n E Z) (Ei)n n(l + 32/3(2)2n/3)

where f(u) = u1!3 and g(u) = 1 + u2/3 then all conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied.
Hence, every solution of (Ei) is oscillatory; one such solution is Yn = (-l)n2n.
Corollary 2. Let the conditions (5) and (6) in Theorem 1 be replaced by the

cond山on (c6) with a E (0, 1). Then every solution of equation (1) is oscillatory.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1 and hence is omitted.

Theorem 3. In addition to cond山ons (ci) - 區 ），區），(2), (3) and (5),
suppose that 「00 dx < oo /or all c > 0

c f(x)g(x)
(11)

and
立 珝n9(3_) = CX).

n
Then all solutions of equation (1) are oscillatory.

Proof. Suppose that {yn} is a non-oscillatory solution of (1). As before, we may
assume that there is an integer N :::::。泅 ch that

(12)

Yn > 0 and~Yn > 0 for all n 2: N.
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As in the proof of Theorem 1, equation (8) is then valid.
Since g is non-increasing, we have from Lemma 1

2
g(.6.yn)~ 叭-Yn+1) for all n~2N.n (13)

Using (13) in (8) and then applying condition (c5) we obtain

2
~2Yn + K2qnf(Yn+1)g(-)g(Yn+1) :s; 0, n > 2N.

n (14)

Multiplying (14) by (n + 1) and then summing from 2N ton - l we have

n-1 (s + 1)~珌 n-1
芝 2
s=2N f (Ys+I)g(Ys+I)

十芷 氐 (s + l)qsg(-)~0.
ss=2N

(15)

Using the summation by parts formula for the first term in (15), we obtain

n~yn 2N~ n-1
一 Y2N _ L~Ys

f(Yn)9(Yn) f(Y2N)g(y2N) s=2N f(Ys+1)9(Ys+1)
n-1十芷 s~(f佖 ）g(ys)) n-1 2
f (Ys) f (Ys+d9(Ys)g(Ys+l)

十芝 陷 Qs(s + l)g曰~o
s=2N s=2N s

or
n~yn -「 dx n-l 2
f(Yn)g(yn) y2N f(x)g(x) +K2 芷 (s + l)q5g(-)~c

ss=2N
where c is a positive constant. Letting n ---+ oo in (16) we obtain a contradiction. This
completes the proof.

(16)

Remark. In Theorem 3
(a) if Pn = 0, then it reduces to Theorem 2 of [10]
(b) if Pn = 0 and g(u) = I then it reduces a special case of Theorem 4.2 of Kulenovic
and Budincevic 圍

(c) if Pn = 0, g(u) 三： 1 and f(u) = u°', 1 <a< oo then it reduces to Theorem 4.1 of
Hooker and Patula [4].

The difference equation

巧n十二 .6.yn +
1 (4n2 + 6n + l)(n + 1)2 3

n(n + 2) Yn+l = 0, n 2: 1 (E2)

satisfies all conditions of Theorem 3 and hence every solution of (E2) is oscillatory. One
such solution is Yn = 匕.!.L..
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Corollary 4. Let cond山ons (5) and (11) be replaced by cond山on 區）with
a E (1, oo). Then every solution of equation (1) is oscillatory.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3 and hence is omitted.

Theorem 5. Let conditions (c1) - 區 ），(cs), (2) and (5) hold and let in
add山on condition 區）hold for a= l. If there exists a positive sequence {hn}亞N
such that.

立 [q.凸 匿）'] = 00

then all solutions of equation (1) are oscillatory.

(17)

Proof. Suppose that {Yn} is a non-oscillatory solution of (1). In view of Lemma 2
there is no loss in generality in assuming that there is an integer N~0 such that

Yn > 0 and .6.yn > 0 for all n~N.

From the proof of Theorem 1, we have the inequality (8) satisfied for all n~N. Let us
define Zn = hn6.Yn/Yn, then from (8), we get (n~N)

ti.Zn~
-h謹nf(Yn+l)g(D.yn) D.hnD.Yn+l hn6.YnD.Yn+l

十

Yn+l Yn+l Y战n+l
(18)

Since g is non-increasing, we have from Lemma 1 and condition (cs)

2
g(~Yn)~K2g(-)g(Yn+l), for 訕 n~2N.

n

In view of monotonicity of Yn and~Yn, (19) and 區）we see that for n~2N

2~hn hn
~Zn :S - f3K2加Qn9(-) + Zn+l一 -Z~+1~

n hn+l hn+l
2 h 2
n~hnhn+l

十
(~h詛

= -f]K2h謹.g(五）－瓦 卜n+1 一 2hn l 了

(19)

Hence
2 (~h詛

~Zn~-f3K2h謹n9(-) +- (n 2:: 2N).n 4hn

Summing the above inequality from 2N ton, we get

Zn+l :5 ZzN - 鷓辶 h, [q,g(~) - (警 ）］
Now by (17), it is easy to see that Zn is essentially negative which is a contradiction.
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Remark. In Theorem 5,
(a) if Pn = 0, then it reduces to Theorem 4 of [10]
(b) if Pn = 0 and g位）= 1, then it reduces a result in Szmanda [8].

Consider the difference equation

1 (4n2 + 6n + 1)·
~2Yn+~Yn + .1 /~In .. , , 、?/~f(Yn+1)g(~Yn) = 0 (E3)(n + 2)

where f(u) = u113 and g(u) = (u)213, then all conditions of Theorem 5 are satisfied.
Hence every solution of (E3) is oscillatory. One such solution is Yn = .l=D:.

Finally we establish sufficient conditions for all solutions of (1) to be oscillatory
when¢(x, y) = y and {Pn} may be negative.
Theorem 6. Let conditions (c1), (c3), (c5), (2) and (3) hold. Suppose

「00 du
f(u)g(u) < 00

f(u) - f(v) = h1(u,v)(u 一 v): h1(u,v) > a1 > 0
g(u) - g(v) = h2(u, v)(u 一 v) : h2(u, v) > a2 > 0 (20)

for u, v f- 0 and there is a constant K > 0 and a positive non-decreasing sequence
{ hn} such that

~2hn::; 0 and Pn 2'.'.
-K
hn
— for all n 2:: N 2:: 0. (21)

Jf

立qng(~) = 00
n

then all solutions of equation (1) are oscillatory.

Proof. Let {yn} be a non-oscillatory solution of (1) such that Yn > 0 and L\yn > 0
for n~N~0. From Lemma 1, we have

(22)

2
g(~Yn) 2:氐g(-)g(Yn+l) for all n 2: 2N.n

Using this inequality, equation (1) becomes

2
巧n + Pn~Yn + K泅n9(五）f (Yn+l)g(Yn+l) :'.S; 0 for n 2: 2N. (23)

Mulitplying (23) by f(hnYn十 1)g(Yn+1) and summmg from 2N to n - 1, we have

n-1
比6_2ys n-1

芷 Ps比6.ys
n-1

十芝 2

s=2N f (Ys+i)g(Ys+I) s=2N f (Ys+1)g(Ys+l)
+K2 L 祜s9(-) ::; 0

ss=2N
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Using summation by parts formula and (20) and (21), we have

n-1
加~Yn h2N~Y2N hs

一 f(Y2N+1)9(Y2N+1) - ,~N Y,+1Ll. [f(Y,+1)9(Y,+J

十団 P.shs~Ys n-l 2

f(Ys+i)g(Ys+I)
+K2 芷 矼s9(-)~0

s
s=2N s=2N

or

hn~Yn

f(y社1)9(Yn+1)

n-1
h2N~Y2N + L cr1f(Ys+2) + cr2g(Ys+1)

f (Y2N+1)g(y2N+1) f (Ys+l)f(Ys+2)g(Ys+1)g(Ys+2)s=2N

＿寸 ·du n-l 2

f(u)g(u)
+K2 L 祜sg(-)~0

s
Y2N+1 s=2N

or
hnl',.Yn 「du n-l 2

）
~c+K

f(Yn+1)9(Yn+I y2N+1 f(u)g(u)
－陷 芷 祜 s9(-)ss=2N

where c is a constant. Taking the limit as n - oo and using (22), we arrive at the
contradiction that~Yn < 0 for all n~2N. This completes the proof.

Remark. Let 加 = n, and g(u) = 1, then Theorem 6 is a discrete analogue of
Theorem 4 of Naito [6).

The equation
1 3 1

6.2yn - -6.yn + 12(4)n(- + -)Y!+1 = 0
n 2 n

(E4)

has the oscillatory solution Yn = (-l)nn, since all conditions of Theorem 6 are satisfied.
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